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Abstract. Hotel external expansion is more inclined to network virtual operation. The 
geographically centralized competitive advantage industry cluster has become weaker in the 
globalization activities space and the network economic environment. In order to study the hotel 
cluster supply chain under the new cluster competition mode, according to the principle of system 
dynamics, this paper establishes the cohesion and driving force mathematical model of the industry 
chain cluster. Through single linear regression and least-squares algorithm, this paper obtained the 
maximum likelihood estimators of supply chain, and evaluates the hotel competitive balance degree 
relationship under the cluster mode. Finally through the MATLAB numerical simulation, the 
competitive equilibrium curve before and after the cluster industrial chain optimization is obtained, 
which provides the theory reference for the research on the hotel cluster development models.  

Introduction  

With the rapid development of modern network economy and network communication 
technology, the advantage of original geography centralized high tech industry cluster is gradually 
weakened, and the virtualization network operation mode provides a new way for high technology 
industrial cluster operating and developing in cross regional cooperation, so the high technology 
virtual industrial cluster emerge as the times require, especially the service industries of hotel and 
tourism [1, 2]. Virtual network and cluster development model provide great cohesion and driving 
force. Assuming the cluster mode is through two distributions, establishing chain structure, and its 
development model is as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 The figure of hotel cluster development mode 

As shown in Figure 1, in order to make the hotel cluster model QOXW   association, 
there are two ways: one is the O back to X  and then find the association with Q from Y  
directly, and it also can find the association with Q  from historical record in Y  [3]; the other is 
Q  back to Y , and find the association with O directly from X . 

The Virtual Cluster Hotel Supply Chain Model Design  

The hotel cluster industry chain has a mesh topology, in order to study the operation model of 
industrial clusters; this paper establishes the virtual model of hotel industry chain, and carries on the 
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research on each node in the cluster network [4-6]. The industrial chain is mainly affected by five 
respects. 

dljff SSZZPQ  .                                                    (1) 

Q  is the competition balance of industrial cluster; fP  is cluster total assets; fZ is input gain; 

jZ  is profit gain; dS  is the property loss when the cluster sample number is d . Its expression 

can be written as: 
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0d  is the reference sample number; )( 0dSd  is investment losses in the reference sample; X is 

difference supplementary terms; If ySd  , xd )(log10 10 , through a linear regression change, 

the formula (2) can be written as: 

 Xnxy  .                                                                          

(3) 
Each industry cluster can use an independent sequence ),(,),,(),,( 2211 nn yxyxyx  to represent. 

ii Xnxy   .                                                                          

(4) 
Then it uses the least squares method to do estimation on virtual industry assets. 
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(6) 
The  maximum likelihood estimation value in X can be written as shown in formula (7). 
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(7) 
So the ultimately competition balance degree of industrial cluster can be written as:  
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(8) 
In order to realize balance algorithm of industrial cluster competition cohesion force and driving 

force, this paper adopts MATLAB software to design the algorithm, and the program is as follows: 
title(' Virtual cluster database '); 
subplot(212); 
yf=abs(fft(y)); 
yf=yf(1:lg/2); 
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plot(yx,yf); 
ycq=zeros(1,lg);  
for i=1:80:lg;  
ycq(i)=y(i);  
end  
sound(ycq,fs); 
figure(2); 
subplot(211); 
plot(ycq); 
title(' Cluster optimization model '); 
subplot(212); 
ycqf=abs(fft(ycq)); 
ycqf=ycqf(1:lg/2); 
plot(yx,ycqf); 
...... 

Research on Hotel Supply Chain Virtual Cluster Simulation 

In order to effectively verify the effectiveness and reliability of industrial cluster virtual 
competitiveness model designed in section second, this paper designs cluster database of virtual 
hotel supply chain, and uses MATLAB to analyze the data [7, 8]. The database schema used is as 
follows: 

 
Fig. 2 Virtual hotel industry supply chain MySQL database 

Figure 2 shows the virtual hotel industry supply chain MySQL database. In the bottom of the 
model, they are various types of data of the hotel investment, profit and the comprehensive 
competition [9]. The supply chain will treat the corresponding data. The top layer is Web server. 
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Fig. 3 Virtual supply chain data model 

Figure 3 shows the top-level of virtual supply chain data model. The layer is a Web server, 
besides the output of calculation result; it can also carry out real-time changes on the data [10]. 
Through the Web server it will feedback the data and obtains the reasonable database. 

. 

 
Fig. 4 MATLAB classification calculation 

Figure 4 shows the MATLAB classification calculation window [11]. In the virtual hotel supply 
chain mode, the main influence of cohesive force and driving force in the hotel industry benefit is 
the competition under various modes, and electronic business has an important position in the 
competition, considering the influence of electric data, the calculated distribution is as shown in 
Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5 Clustering figure 
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Figure 5 shows the clustering pattern of clusters. According to system dynamics theory, under 
the influence of clusters cohesion, each hotel has different gains in cluster [12]. The red part is some 
hotels have been in the red alert in the competition, and it needs to carry on the adjustment. 

 
Fig. 6 Cluster industrial chain model 

As shown in Figure 6, through the cooperative and competitive co-evolution analysis, this paper 
obtained the clustering driving effect chart of hotel cluster industry chain [13, 14]. From the chart it 
can be seen, when the system evolution time is t , the system finally trend to be divergence, 
which is not conducive to the development of hotel integrated supply chain. 

 
Fig. 7 Optimization model of cluster industry chain  

It can be seen from Figure 7, the evolution state is the effective equilibrium of cluster supply 
chain cooperation [16]. When the system evolution time is t , the system tends to be the 
equilibrium point 4P , which promotes the effective cooperation and moderate competition relations 
of industrial cluster supply chain value. 

Summary 

Based on the single linear regression and least squares algorithm, combined with the maximum 
likelihood estimation of hotel supply chain, this paper designs the hotel virtual cluster 
competitiveness model, and studies the cluster industry chain, finally gets the virtual industry 
cluster optimization model moderate competition relations under the modern network economy 
environment. This paper uses MATLAB to do numerical simulation on the hotel industry cluster 
supply chain balance relationship, and gets competitive equilibrium curve of before and after the 
optimization of cluster industrial chain model. The optimized model has equilibrium point of the 
system, so as to promote effective cooperation and moderate competition of hotel industry cluster. 
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